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you can also monitor your customers’ preferences, provide an up-to-date service to
your customers, and even personalize your customers’ experience at your retail

store restaurant. you can also automatically notify your managers if, for example,
the amount of sales or profitability per day goes beyond a target number. be

notified if there are any problems with a particular item or if an item is missing,
ensuring that you do not lose revenue or potential opportunities. mobile terminals

integrate with google maps to help locate the coordinates of items, where they
need to be repaired or stored. josifys proposal management feature streamlines

your proposal process by allowing you to manage proposals from any device, give
or accept proposals asynchronously in the background and set scheduled follow-up

requests to send notifications to your clients. sunrisepos, a 17-year strong full
service technology firm specializing in the sale, installation, training, and

procedures necessary to support ipad, tablet and traditional pc based restaurant
pos systems (point of sale systems) and retail pos systems as well as: fully

integrated online ordering systems, table side and mobile ordering systems,
signage / menu board applications and more. an accurate log of when employees

are and arent working ensures that each staff member is onsite when theyre
supposed to be and being paid only for the hours they work. in addition, having a
record of the hours that employees have worked helps employers optimize their

staffing levels so they are not under- or overstaffed. this is especially important for
service businesses like restaurants and retailers.
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retailers and restaurant owners can download the
software free of charge, and use it for their own

purposes while testing the product for 14 days without
a charge. the product also features a full license that

allows the owner unlimited use of the product for their
own purposes. another advantage of a tablet and

touch screen based pos system is that the software is
not as complicated as a traditional restaurant cash
register system. most tablet and touch screen pos

systems allow the operator to perform nearly all the
functions they would perform in a typical cash register
system. the tablet and touch screen based pos system

also allows the operator to control and manage the
store. another benefit of these systems is that they

are very easy to use, requiring little or no training for
the operator. a tablet and touch screen based pos

system can also be used easily with all a restaurant’s
internal and external systems. the device is easy to

add to a restaurant’s existing network and easily
integrates with a restaurant’s inventory, point of sale,

and accounting systems. finally, a tablet and touch
screen based pos system can support multiple pos

terminals at a time. this feature allows a restaurant to
easily train employees or shift staff to operate the

system and still process orders efficiently. a tablet and
touch screen based pos system, however, has several
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disadvantages as well. one of the most obvious
disadvantages is that tablet and touch screen pos

systems are extremely expensive. because of the high
cost, restaurant owners typically cannot afford a tablet

and touch screen based pos system. 5ec8ef588b
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